The future
of unmanned traffic
management,
applied today.

UNMANNED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (UTM)

Unifly is the leading provider
of software technology
for Unmanned Traffic
Management (UTM)
Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), or drones, are set to revolutionize
our industries. International reports show that drones will create a multi-billion
dollar market with new jobs and opportunities for innovative companies.
A traffic management system for drones will be required to enable the drone
industry to reach its full potential, while ensuring safety for all airspace users.
This is what Unifly delivers.
Founded by air traffic controllers and pilots, Unifly has
developed a unique UTM software platform that addresses
the needs of all stakeholders in the drone industry.
Unifly’s Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) platform
connects authorities with operators to integrate drones
into the airspace safely and securely.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

As the drone industry continues to boom, the number of drones in the

Drone operators can manage their drones, plan their flights and

air is expected to increase exponentially over the coming years. Left

receive flight approvals in line with international and local regulation.

unchecked, these drones present a serious threat to manned aviation.

Air navigation service providers (ANSPs) can use the system to track

It is absolutely necessary to safely integrate drone traffic with the

and visualize drone traffic and communicate with the drone operator.

existing manned airspace traffic.

Unmanned traffic is coordinated with manned traffic through the

Unifly’s award-winning Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM)
platform is available on the market today as a mature software
product that can be configured to suit the stakeholders’ needs.
The Unifly UTM platform translates complex aviation data into
a format that non-aviators can understand and use. It enables
authorities to enforce local regulations and to streamline the flight
approvals process. Airspace managers can visualize and approve
drone flights and configure no-fly zones in real-time.

connection with existing air traffic management (ATM) systems, using
industry standards such as SWIM, ASTERIX and AIXM.
Unifly has been selected by leading European ANSPs to provide core
UTM management solutions. The ANSP-branded apps are available
now in Germany, Denmark and Austria. The Belgian app will go live
in summer 2018. In addition to that, Unifly is heavily involved in
five European research projects that have been set up to define
the U-space concepts. In these projects, Unifly partners with major
organizations.

The Unifly system complies with the UTM architecture of the Global UTM Association of which
Unifly is an active contributor. Marc Kegelaers, CEO of Unifly, is vice-president of GUTMA and
Andres Van Swalm, COO of Unifly, is chairperson of the Architecture working group.
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Unifly has developed
a unique UTM software
platform that addresses
the needs of all
stakeholders in the
drone industry.
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A P P R O A C H

Approach

Unifly offers a step-by-step,
futureproof path towards a full solution
Drones are incredibly popular: they are cheap, easy to come by

surrounding the regulatory framework applicable to drones. It is

and fun to use. They can be used for all kinds of purposes, creating

not necessary to implement a full-blown solution in one step.

a whole field of new applications that is rapidly expanding and

Authorities need a short-term solution that is available immediately

creating challenges regarding the integration of drone traffic within

and set up to grow alongside the developing drone ecosystem, both in

the existing air traffic management (ATM) eco-system.

functionality and in scale.

Safety is of paramount importance and it is the most urgent challenge

There is no dedicated airspace for drones. Since they share the same

national aviation authorities as well as the private sector are facing

airspace as manned aviation, they cannot be looked upon in isolation.

today. How can you ensure a secure supervision of both recreational

Drone traffic management has to be integrated with manned aviation

and commercial drone operations?

management. We need to bridge this gap.

Air navigation service providers (ANSPs) all around the world are now

The authorities responsible for managing the use of their airspace,

confronted with the problem of integrating drone traffic with their

currently lack a true means of control. Drones literally fly below the

existing air traffic management (ATM) systems. This integration is

radar. Authorities need to have the drone pilot community on board

complicated further by the increased speed of adoption of drones,

in a collaborative model.

the rapid technological evolution and the uncertainties and complexities

You don’t get to a billion dollars by being a shiny toy or a bleeding edge technology. You get to a billion dollars by being
an essential tool. The way you get to being an essential tool is that you go beyond the early adopters into something
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that just makes sense. You use it because it makes your job easier, or it saves money, or because it’s so simple to use.
- Chris Anderson, author and entrepreneur

‘Tools will
only appeal
to drone pilots
if they are intuitive
and easy to use.’
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Most drone pilots do not have the knowledge nor the skills

Unifly’s Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) platform connects

to develop a flight plan before initiating a drone flight.

official entities with operators to integrate drones into the airspace

Unlike conventional, highly trained pilots, many drone pilots tend

safely and securely. The Unifly approach offers a step-by-step,

to lack basic aviation knowledge. Safety is not necessarily a priority

futureproof path towards a full solution.

A P P R O A C H

as their focus is on efficiency. The adoption of a UTM solution
by the drone pilots and operators hinges on the added value
provided by the solution: it has to be a time saving, helpful and
user friendly tool they enjoy using.
Unifly UTM offers drone users tools that inform them about the
rules and situations at a given location. These rules are often
complex and there are many variables to take into account.

no-fly zones to secure their local airspace temporarily or
permanently. Functionalities include:
>> Registration & identification
>> Flight validation (the flight complies with the rules) and flight
authorization (the responsible authority allows you to fly)

Drone operators can plan, track and validate their drones and

>> Dynamic, real-time airspace management (no-drone zones)

their flights in line with international and local regulation.

>> Tracking & surveillance (drone positioning in real-time)

The system parses the underlying rules and real-time information
to give the user a clear answer in a user-friendly way. Unifly UTM
automates the workflow of the flight submission and approval
process. On the other side, we notify the official entities about the
flights and allow them to take action if required.
The sheer volume of drone traffic and the explosive growth of flight
requests make it impossible to manage the upcoming workload
manually. The only viable long-term solution is to automate the
drone flight approval process. The flight approval process does not
necessarily require human intervention. An automated approach
saves resources to manually treat the special cases where an
automated response is inadequate or impossible.
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Authorities can visualize and manage drone flights and declare

>> Dynamic flow management (collision warning & avoidance,
congestion management)
The Unifly platform combines all these data to validate and manage
the flights in real-time. Unifly supports SWIM standards, the
standard protocol in ATM systems, to communicate with the world
of manned aviation. Unifly’s UTM client (software) interacts directly
with the drone hardware or ground control system.
The Unifly application and service portfolio was designed to be a
global, highly scalable cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS)
solution supporting users all over the world. The Unifly software is
hardware agnostic and can be deployed on any cloud platform.

MANNED AVIATION

END-USERS

AUTHORITIES
Airspace managers

Drone pilots

Unifly
Core

Additional
service providers

Unifly API

Police & local
authorities

Drone operators

Air navigation
service providers

UTM CLIENT
Drone

Tracker

Ground
station
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Powered by Unifly
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Multilingual international deployments
DFS DEUTSCHE FLUGSICHERUNG - GERMANY
German air navigation service provider DFS is the

LTE communication in lower airspace as a key

largest ANSP in Europe. DFS has chosen Unifly as

functionality in the UTM system.

their partner to develop their UTM system and
infrastructure. The objective of the joint project
is to use the Unifly UTM system to provide UTM

owned, private company with around 5,386

services in Germany.

employees (as of December 31, 2017). DFS

In July 2017 DFS launched the “DFS Drohnen”

2,000 air traffic controllers control up to 10,000

app: a mobile “Powered by Unifly” app informing

flights daily in German airspace, around three

recreational pilots where they are legally allowed

million flights each year, making Germany the

to fly drones. The key UTM services provided by

most traveled country in Europe.

this mobile end user app are flight validation and
flight monitoring. The “DFS Drohnen” app is made
available for free by DFS on the iOS and Android
app stores.
The mobile app is frequently updated to extend
and improve the UTM features and services
provided. In the next phase, UTM demonstrator
projects are launched to demonstrate the use of
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DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH is a federally

ensures a safe and punctual flight. Approximately

NAVIAIR - DENMARK
Naviair, the Danish air navigation service provider, is

Naviair (Navigation Via Air) is a Danish, state-owned

one of the leading European ANSPs when it comes

company under the Ministry of Transport that

to awareness of the need to implement a UTM

provides air traffic services, including area control

approach using a pragmatic step-by-step approach.

service for the Danish airspace and approach

As an early adopter of new technology, Naviair also

control for airports in Copenhagen, Roskilde,

chose Unifly as their UTM partner resulting in the

Aalborg, Billund, Esbjerg, and Ronne.

launch of a mobile application for flight validation.

Naviair also delivers flight information service in the

The key UTM functionalities provided by the Naviair

lower airspace of Greenland and the Faroe Islands.

mobile end user app include flight validation,

It provides flight information service for visual flight

dynamic flight notification services and static/

rules and for helicopters.

dynamic no-drone zone management.
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AUSTRO CONTROL - AUSTRIA
Austrian ANSP Austro Control is also taking its first

allowing the use of this essential information for

steps into the UTM arena by releasing the “Powered by

both visualization and flight validation purposes.

Unifly” mobile application to allow Class 1 drone flights

Visualization of these zones is supported via a public

to be validated by means of an easy to use tool.

website and via the Austro Control mobile app.

The Supervisor Map web application allows Austro

Austro Control is one of Europe’s leading air traffic

Control to monitor all ongoing flights reported by

control organisations. With a workforce of about

drone pilot using the Austro Control mobile app.

1000, Austro Control is responsible for a safe,

The Map Manager module enables Austro Control to
initiate no-drone zones in real-time, either temporarily

B Y

or on a more permanent basis.
The Austro Control UTM system includes the

P O W E R E D

integration of NOTAM announced no-drone zones
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reliable and efficient air traffic throughout Austrian
airspace, with as many as 4,000 flight movements
per day. Austro Control is a limited company (plc)
owned by the Austrian government that grew from
the Federal Office of Civil Aviation.

BELGOCONTROL - BELGIUM
In the most far-reaching implementation yet, Belgocontrol

Professional pilots can use the app for operations management,

and the Belgian Civil Aviation Authority (BCAA) selected Unifly

including automated flight requests. The system integrates

to develop digital platforms for the registration of drones and

the full workflow to optimise the flight approval process at

users, real-time dynamic low-level airspace management, flight

Belgocontrol.

planning, flight approval and dynamic flight monitoring and
collision alerting.

Belgocontrol is an autonomous public company with the mission

A first application is a website showing a dynamic airspace map.

which Belgium is responsible. Its zone of activities extends from

(No)-drone zones are updated in real-time, based on NOTAMs or

ground level to flight level 245 (8,000 metres) above Belgium

on input by (local) authorities in the Map Manager module.

and from flight levels 145/165 to 245 for the Grand Duchy of

A second user oriented app is a mobile “Powered by Unifly”

to guarantee the safety of air navigation in the airspace for

Luxembourg.

rebranded app. Drone users can use the mobile app to validate

The EUROCONTROL centre in Maastricht is responsible for the

potential flights. Professional users can use the app to plan

area above 8,000 metres, and it jointly manages the air traffic of

flights, request (and receive) flight approval when necessary,

the upper airspace of Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands

notify ATC of the start and end of the flight, log flights and be

and the western part of Germany.

informed about other traffic in the vicinity.
The app includes a digital logbook registering important flight
details such as take-off and landing time, location and the drone
used. Professional drone operators can use the app to manage
drones, pilots and flights and can request clearances and
possible exemptions from the Directorate-General Aviation of
the Federal Public Service – Mobility.
The app also provides the aeronautical information needed to
plan flights and it includes flight monitoring services.
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Projects and Partners
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Collaboration is vital
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Today we have an amazing opportunity to shape the airspace

on securing Europe’s competitive edge in the global market.

of tomorrow. A fragmented landscape like Europe has many

The goal is to ensure Europe produces world-class science,

different regulatory bodies, rules and regulations.

removes barriers to innovation and makes it easier for the

Unifly offers an open platform aligning everyone’s interests to
build an integrated air-traffic management system for drones
that increases situational awareness and prevents collisions.
This is why Unifly partners with many different research
groups and companies, both in Belgium and abroad, in Europe
as well as worldwide.
Horizon 2020 is the biggest EU Research and Innovation
programme ever with nearly €80 billion of funding available
over 7 years (2014 to 2020) in addition to the private
investment that this money will attract. It promises more
breakthroughs, discoveries and world-firsts by taking great
ideas from the lab to the market.
Coupling research and innovation, Horizon 2020’s focus is

public and private sectors to work together in delivering
innovation.
Air traffic management (ATM) is an essential part of the
European air transport and aviation, connecting cities and
citizens as well as boosting jobs and growth. Europe’s ATM
system is based on ageing technology and procedures and
needs updating particularly in light of the expected traffic
growth between now and 2035.
As the technological pillar of Europe’s ambitious Single
European Sky (SES) initiative, SESAR is the mechanism
which coordinates and concentrates all EU research and
development activities in ATM.
One of the most innovative infrastructure projects ever
launched by the European Union, SESAR’s role is to define,

develop and deploy what is needed to increase
ATM performance and build Europe’s intelligent
air transport system.
SESAR is the mechanism which coordinates and
concentrates all EU research and development
(R&D) activities in ATM, pooling together around
3,000 experts to develop the new generation of

‘Today we have
an amazing opportunity
to shape the airspace
of tomorrow.’

ATM by defining, developing and delivering new
or improved technologies and procedures.
SESAR’s vision builds on the notion of trajectorybased operations and air navigation services
so aircraft can fly their preferred trajectories
without being constrained by airspace
configurations.
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U-space
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Drones are a growing business in Europe, delivering services

As such, U-space is an enabling framework designed

in all environments, including urban areas. Mapping,

to facilitate any kind of routine mission, in all classes of

infrastructure inspections, precision agriculture, delivery

airspace and all types of environment - even the most

of goods and e-commerce are just some of the services

congested - while addressing an appropriate interface with

possible using drones.

manned aviation and air traffic control.

The European Commission introduced the U-space initiative

In support of this initiative, in 2017 the SESAR Joint

to establish an efficient framework for all individuals and

Undertaking drafted the U-space blueprint, a vision of how

businesses to operate drones at lower levels. U-Space will

to make U-space operationally possible.

facilitate denser traffic of automated drone operations over
longer distances and also over challenging environments
such as cities. As such, the U-space initiative is essential for
the development of the drone services market, harnessing
potential for jobs and growth creation in this new sector of
the economy.
U-space is a set of new services relying on a high level of
digitalisation and automation of functions and specific
procedures designed to support safe, efficient and secure
access to airspace for large numbers of drones.

The blueprint proposes the implementation of 4 sets of
services to support the EU aviation strategy and regulatory
framework on drones:
U1: U-space foundation services covering e-registration,
e-identification and geofencing.
U2: U-space initial services for drone operations
management, including flight planning, flight approval,
tracking, and interfacing with conventional air traffic control.

U3: U-space advanced services supporting more complex
operations in dense areas such as assistance for conflict
detection and automated detect and avoid functionalities.
U4: U-space full services, offering very high levels of
automation, connectivity and digitalisation for both the drone
and the U-space system.
Unifly actively participates in a number of European sibling
projects established within the SESAR context. As the only UTM
provider, Unifly is able to offer a unique perspective and is a
contributing partner in CLASS, CORUS, PODIUM, SECOPS and
SKYOPENER.
More details on these projects can be found below and on the
following pages.

CORUS - a Horizon 2020 SESAR-1-2016 call
A CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS FOR EUROPEAN UTM SYSTEMS.
The CORUS (Concept of Operation for EuRopean UTM Systems) project
gathers experts from aviation (manned and drone), research and
academia to develop a harmonized approach for the integration of
drones into Very Low Level (VLL) airspace.

This project is led by EUROCONTROL, the leading authority in
standardising the European ATM industry. Leading European ANSPs
such as DFS (Germany), NATS (United Kingdom), DSNA (France) and
ENAV (Italy) also participate. Unifly is the only UTM supplier (software
company) participating in this project.
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MATURING GROUND BASED TECHNOLOGIES FOR A REAL-TIME

>>Real-time tracking (cooperative and non-cooperative) and display.

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

>>Aggregation of relevant aeronautical data.

(UTMS) TO MONITOR AND SEPARATE UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM
(UAS) TRAFFIC
CLASS develops a prototype of a real-time centralized UTMS with an

>>Provision of customised services to each stakeholder (operators,
ANSPs, authorities).
>>Implementation of advanced functions such as geo-fencing

overall view of both the planned and the current real-time UAS traffic

(warn UAS pilot of unauthorised zones trespassing), geo-caging

situation. It will incorporate data fusion merging data on the same UAS

(warn UAS pilot if trespassing a pre-defined zone), conflict detection

detected by both cooperative and non-cooperative trackers.

and resolution.

P R O J E C T S

A N D

P A R T N E R S

CLear Air Situation for uaS (CLASS)
- a Horizon 2020 SESAR-1-2016 call
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SKYOPENER - a Horizon 2020 Galileo-1-2015 call
ESTABLISHING NEW FOUNDATIONS FOR THE USE OF REMOTELYPILOTED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS FOR CIVILIAN APPLICATIONS.
This Horizon 2020 Galileo call is led by ViaSat, and demonstrates the

(ATM) system of the Swiss air navigation service provider SkyGuide

integration of a Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) flight using satellite

using the ASTERIX protocol to exchange flight data on both drones and

communications and navigation. The Unifly UTM system is used in this

manned aircraft.

project and communicates in real-time with the air traffic management

SECurity concept for drone OPerationS (SECOPS)
- a Horizon 2020 SESAR-1-2016 call
AN INTEGRATED SECURITY CONCEPT FOR DRONE OPERATIONS.
The main SECOPS objective is to push drone technology forward by

interference, the protection of third parties and the integration of

ensuring that security risks in the Unmanned Traffic Management

geofencing technology. The project focuses on technological options

(UTM) concept are mitigated to an acceptable level. An integrated

(navigation, surveillance, in-flight updates, etc.) for both airborne and

security concept addresses the resistance of drones against unlawful

ground elements, considering legal, regulatory and social aspects.

Proving Operations of Drones with Initial UTM Management
(PODIUM) - a Horizon 2020 SESAR-VDL1-10-2016 call
DEMONSTRATING REAL-WORLD EXAMPLES TO PROVE SAFE
DRONE OPERATIONS UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES
The PODIUM project comprises four complementary, large scale

Management by demonstrating a comprehensive web based UTM

demonstrations, taking place in Denmark, France and the Netherlands

system, using tracking systems based on Mode-S, L-Band and GSM

where more than 185 drone flights will be conducted under realistic

networks. Key aspect in the project is the use of software to manage

operational conditions of drone operations (VLOS and BVLOS). Using

the drone traffic. Mutual situational awareness means drones are

mature available technology, PODIUM contributes to de-risk the

aware of other air traffic around them, while local air traffic and air

operational and industrial deployment of Unmanned Traffic

traffic controllers know where the drones are.
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Memberships
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The Unifly philosophy is one of openness and collaboration.

We partner with many different Belgian, European and global

Together we are more than the sum of our parts.

research groups and companies.

Global

Europe

Local

Terra Drone
Another major partner and investor of Unifly is Terra Drone,
the leading Japanese system integrator and drone service
provider for land surveying, forest surveying, mining,
infrastructure as well as oil and gas inspection. Terra Drone
provides comprehensive drone services for topographical
analysis and for tracking building construction progress using
drone-based laser survey and photogrammetry resulting in
fast delivery of highly accurate 3D models.
Terra Drone has worked on over 200 projects in domestic
civil engineering surveys using drones, including projects with
major general contractors and construction equipment rental
companies.

“In the partnership
with Unifly, we will set
the global standard.
We are eager to launch the
service to accelerate the
drone industry as soon as
possible.”
- Toru Tokushige,
CEO of Terra Drone
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HERE
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As the leading provider of digital maps for the
automotive industry, HERE has been developing
high-precision 3D mapping for several years.
The company is currently piloting high definition
maps for automated and fully autonomous cars.
These are accurate to 20 centimeters, and for the
most part cover the road surface and the roadside environment, extending upwards by about 40
meters.
The company is also developing its map to extend
beyond the road network to support various
Internet of Things use cases. HERE’s mapping team
also maps buildings and large venues around
the world, and uses GPS probe data and satellite
imagery to enrich the map creation process.
With HERE’s sights on drone maps, the task can be
seen as two-fold: first, these high precision maps
need to extend further into the air, and second
incorporate additional physical features and map
attributes - especially in an urban environment,
where buildings represent “no-go” areas for drones.
Drones fly in the very low level airspace. To operate
safely and predictably, they need complete and
accurate information about both airspace rules and
ground data.

HERE is developing the Reality Index™, a rich realtime digital representation of the physical world
surrounding us with detailed information about
structures such as purpose, height and dimensions.
Unifly will integrate HERE map and location data
from the Reality Index™ into its applications to
provide a more and more robust picture of the lowaltitude airspace. HERE has the data on the physical
world surrounding us. Detailed information about
structures such as purpose, height and dimensions.
Unifly shows the invisible limitations imposed by
aviation regulations, as well as real-time information
on both manned and unmanned air traffic in the
vicinity.
The combination of both sources helps drones to
extract no-fly zones and obstacles. We use standard
methods to ensure interoperability and highdetailed collision detection.
The synergy of merging these two, high quality
sources of information ensures safe drone flight
execution. By greatly boosting the situational
awareness of drone traffic, we act as a catalyser for
developing new and exciting applications of drone
technology.

The solution lies in creating a loop between the
drone and the map. HERE is already doing this
with vehicles by extracting information from
the car’s sensors and then using that data to
generate map updates.
For example, if a Mercedes-Benz is driving along
the highway and its camera or radar detects
that a lane is closed for construction, it shares
this information with HERE in real-time, which
then updates the map in the cloud for the
benefit of other vehicles travelling behind. In an
autonomous driving scenario, where the driver
has fully ceded control to the car, this kind of
information is invaluable. In another example,
if the car’s windshield wipers are on full speed,
HERE translates that information into heavy
rainfall and alerts other vehicles accordingly.

Drones, which are also equipped with various
sophisticated sensors, could detect changes
in the real-world environment and aid map
updates in the same way.
By aggregating data from many drones,
the airspace map could be enriched with
precise information about hyperlocal weather
conditions, potential hazards and the best
navigable routes.

“Drones will be the
ultimate users of the Reality
Index™, the rich real-time digital
representation of the physical world
we’re creating. By combining our
location technologies with the drone
traffic management expertise of
Unifly, we’re excited to help shape the
future of this growing industry.”
- Leon van de Pas,
Senior VP Internet of Things
at HERE Technologies
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Humanitarian Drone Testing Corridor
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Unicef’s Humanitarian Drone Testing Corridor was
opened in Malawi in June 2017. It is specifically
dedicated to the humanitarian and development
uses for drones. The first of its kind in Africa, the
corridor serves as a dedicated unmanned flight
testing space and allows for Beyond Visual Line of
Sight (BVLOS) testing in a territory over 5000 km²
and up to 400 meters above ground level.
The corridor is designed to provide a controlled
platform to explore how drones can be used in
scenarios that will benefit marginalized communities
by testing real humanitarian use cases such as the
transport of vaccines, medical supplies or blood
samples. The test data will be used to inform the
Government of Malawi’s plans for the use of drones
in multiple scenarios. This is particularly important
due to frequent flooding in some areas of Malawi
and challenges in transport infrastructure.
Unifly set up the first Unmanned Traffic
Management system in Africa in November 2017
to support safe testing in the drone corridor. The
first flight tests explored emergency medical supply
delivery, vaccines and sample delivery for diagnosis,
and remote sensing.

Drones can carry lifesaving materials, in places
where developed transportation networks do not
exist.
The Unifly UTM platform connects with uAvionix
ADS-B trackers to follow the drones in real-time.
Virginia Tech coached local students and faculty
how to construct the aircraft so it can be fabricated
and operated locally in Malawi for remote medicine
delivery and remote sensing purposes.
At the second UTM test in March 2018, Swedish
FlyPulse and Globhe sent out a drone that combines
transport with aerial photography. The goal was
once again to deliver medical supplies to areas that
are hard to reach, with another secondary goal to
the mission: to capture and interpret aerial imaging.
This way important information is made available,
such as the quality of the roads, the number of
houses in each area and the effects of possible
natural disasters such as flooding.
Unifly believes in building an ecosystem of drone
experts locally to ensure that these solutions are
sustainable and embedded within the communities
it services.

“The drone corridor
will change the public
perception of drones; they
have the incredible potential
to revolutionize the ways we
are working in a development
or post-emergency setting.”
Michael Scheibenreif, PhD
Drone Corridor Lead
UNICEF Malawi
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Unifly Product Suite

S U I T E

Architecture & Philosophy
The Unifly application and service portfolio was designed to be a

U N I F L Y

P R O D U C T

global, highly scalable cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS)
solution supporting users all over the world. The Unifly software is
hardware agnostic and can be deployed on any cloud platform.
Besides the integration of real-time drone tracking, the Unifly
Unmanned Traffic Management system successfully tackles
the challenge of handling the complex and dynamic European
regulatory framework. This is characterized by fragmentation
on both national and local level. The multilingual user interface
provided by the Unifly solution is essential for maximizing the userfriendliness and user acceptance.
Unifly enables a fully coordinated, real-time low level airspace
management on all levels. The Unifly UTM platform coordinates
information between national ANSP and CAA with cities and
municipalities, police and first responders, as well as the military.
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S U I T E

One single central system supports all parties simultaneously in

U-space proposes a step-by-step approach to develop into a

managing their respective airspace. Each party has an overview

fully automated, connected digital infrastructure by 2025.

of their responsibilities and the drone traffic in their area.
Unifly’s Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) platform
connects official entities with operators to integrate drones into

U N I F L Y

P R O D U C T

the airspace safely and securely. The Unifly approach offers a
step-by-step, futureproof path towards a full solution.
This makes it possible to not only follow the drones in real-time,
but also to determine who is flying where and whether they are
supposed to be there. This approach dovetails with European
initiative U-space that aims to make denser traffic of automated
drone operations possible, opening the door to a European

ACCURATE AERONAUTICAL DATA
The system connects to existing air traffic management (ATM)
systems using a SWIM interface and exchanges aeronautical data
using the AIXM format, surveillance data using the ASTERIX format
and flight and flow data using the FIXM format, thus providing a
seamless integration with existing ATM environments.

drone service market.

Unifly supports SWIM standards, the standard protocol in

The work Unifly performs in the European projects is entirely

The UTM client connects directly to the hardware. To support

U-space compliant. As a result, the technology demonstrated

data handling from many sources, Unifly uses a Lambda

by Unifly today complies with phase U1, U2 and covers part of

architecture, a data-processing architecture designed to handle

phase U3. These U-space initial services include flight planning,

massive quantities of data by taking advantage of both batch-

airspace approval, live tracking, dynamic situational awareness,

and stream-processing methods.

capacity management and conflict detection.
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Unifly has this technology available today.

aviation, to communicate with the world of manned aviation.
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Supporting Authorities

U N I F L Y

P R O D U C T

S U I T E

Supervisor Portal
The Unifly Supervisor Portal supports air navigation service

support functions and flight validation. The rule-based engine

providers (ANSPs) and authorities in the management and

is continuously fed with airspace information and regulatory,

regulation of the airspace Authorities can visualize and

meteorological, user, drone, manned and unmanned traffic,

manage drone flights in real-time and declare no-fly zones

and obstacle data.

dynamically. They can register drones, pilots and drone
operators in a central database. The local and national
regulations can be entered and adapted using a rule engine
and validation rules. These are the rules that drone pilots must

resolution – in other words, to determine if the flight path
conflicts with any obstacle, traffic or regulatory limitation.

adhere to and drones must comply with to be allowed to fly.
The database contains all the data needed by authorities

LOCAL AND NATIONAL DRONE REGULATIONS

to manage the drone-pilots and to perform both pre-flight

AND NO-DRONE ZONES

validation of the flight and conflict resolution if the flight path is
in conflict with any obstacle, traffic or regulatory limitation.
The Unifly Supervisor Portal modules support the creation
of customer-specific workflows and a customized working
environment.
The core software module takes care of the drone operational
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The main goals are to perform pre-flight validation and conflict

To manage drones, the platform uses several scalable airspace
management services. Supervisor capabilities make it possible to
create limited and/or no-drone zones in real-time and to stipulate
regulations for a specific geographical location using a rule engine.
The rule engine is at the core of the flight validation process.

Using the Unifly Supervisor Portal, authorities can create,

So called “limited no-drone zones” require explicit drone

manage, communicate and re-evaluate airspace changes in

flight authorization. The Unifly supervisor portal allows for

real-time. A flight approval process is managed and logged

the dynamic management of these limited no-drone zones

to facilitate exceptions, to get an overview of planned drone

authorizations.

flights and to manage roles, features and authorizations.
Separation of manned and unmanned traffic is facilitated by a
2D/3D visualization of active drone flights.

The Map Manager and Flight Viewer functionalities include:
>>Registration & identification
>>Flow management - flight validation (the rules allow you to

REAL-TIME UNMANNED TRAFFIC VISUALIZATION
When drones are equipped with technology to provide location

fly) and flight authorization (the ANSP/authority allows you to
fly)
>>Airspace management (no-drone zones)

data, the Unifly Supervisor Portal can visualize the flight path

>>Tracking & surveillance (real-time drone position reporting)

in real-time and can serve as a means to replay and analyse

>>Dynamic flow management (collision warning & avoidance,

archived flight paths. The replay functionality allows for post-

congestion management)

flight analysis supporting checks for airspace infringements and
for flight zone excursions.
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U N I F L Y

P R O D U C T

S U I T E

Flight View
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The Flight View module is designed to display both drone traffic

maintains its current heading and speed. Labels display vehicle

and manned traffic on a UTM supervisor screen. The image

related information such as the vehicle identification, the altitude

background consists of a map on which airspaces, no-drone

of the vehicle and the vehicle speed.

zones and limited drone zones are superimposed.
These airspaces and zones can be selectively displayed.

The flight state can be normal or emergency. When the flight is
in a normal state it does not need specific attention from the

On top of this map background a number of elements will be

air traffic controller. When the flight is in an emergency state it

displayed. Plot symbols indicate the type of vehicle via their

has the highest priority. The vehicle symbol will be displayed in

shape and color (manned: red square, unmanned: blue circle).

a flashing red color.

History dots show the movement history of the vehicle. Speed
vectors indicate the heading of the vehicle and predict where
the vehicle will be within x minutes, provided the vehicle

Selecting a vehicle highlights it from the other traffic and
displays its detailed information on a second screen for a more
in-depth analysis.

Map Manager
Map Manager is a Supervisor Portal module that allows aviation

location of the zone, the height of the zone and additional zone

authorities, ANSPs as well as local authorities to manage both

metadata such as the name of the no-drone zone and contact

the geographical and the metadata of limited or no-drone

information.

zones. As such it supports creating, editing, and deleting these
zones in real-time.
Creating drone zones can be done by either importing a KML
file or by drawing the drone zone on the Map Manager map
page. In the same fashion existing UAS zones can be modified
interactively on the map page or by importing a KML file.
No-drone zone management is often used in the same context

Drone zones can be grouped into categories or layers which
can selectively be hidden/shown on the Map Manager map.
The UTM system supports the creation of drone-specific rules.
Drone-specific rules are rules that are only applicable to a
certain set of drones. One could for example define a rule that
excludes drones exceeding a weight defined in the rule from
entering the zone’s airspace.

as airspace management.
Based on the period during which the restrictions are valid,
these are static no-drone zones, which do not change very
frequently and are updated automatically, or dynamic no-drone
zones which are created in response to specific events.
The creation of no-drone zones is supported via an interactive
user interface. These can be created as cylindrical and/or 3D
zones. No-drone zones can also be created by importing a
properly formatted data file including required information
such as the no-drone zone type (static or dynamic), the exact
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S U I T E

User, Drone & Mission Administration
The User & Drone Administration module allows for the

The Mission Administration module provides an overview

management of users and/or drones registration. Typical

of all drone operations linked to a specific administrative entity

management operations include the modification and deletion

such as a country, an industrial site, a drone port and such.

of existing users and/or drones and the export of user and/or

The module will support typical operation related activities

drone related data.

such as the consultation of the operation details, record

P R O D U C T

management and drone operations definition.

Flight Validation & Permission Management
The Flight Approval module will confirm if the drone operation

The process can be adapted to the approval workflow

for which the pilot or operator has asked approval, is allowed

preferred by the UTM service provider.

U N I F L Y

or not.
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The process can also integrate with a time segregation/

A flight approval flow will select an incoming flight approval

planning function to optimize the use of airspace and to

request for processing. It will then submit the request to the

segregate activities in time. An example of such a function

flight validation process and send the appropriate reply back

would be an airspace scheduling function to plan drone

to the originator of the flight approval request. If needed the

operations scheduled to take place in a certain area, for

flight approval flow can include a human intervention step.

instance scheduling of the airspace of a drone test facility

This allows a UTM service provider to remain in control

to implement collision avoidance by segregating traffic

of the approval decisions.

already in the planning phase.

Connecting Manufacturers

Unifly Connect
The services and information offered by the Unifly UTM
platform are made available to drone manufacturers,

In this way Unifly Connect provides for seamless integration

system integrators and other interested third parties

with existing ATM environments.

through a comprehensive Application Programming
Interface (API).

The Unifly Connect API is a RESTful API supporting the open
OAuth standard for access delegation and is made available

The core of the Unifly Unmanned Traffic Management

in the form of an SDK (software development kit) with full

architecture is a database application running on top of a

developer documentation. In REST, HTTP is used between

distributed, high-speed, fault-tolerant, open, cloud-based

the application and the Unifly UTM system to deliver

infrastructure. Third party soft- and hardware products

requests and responses.

can make use of the available Unifly functionalities through
Unifly Connect, our API solution.

Unifly Connect can also be used to supply drones with the
data necessary to implement techniques such as geofencing

Using Unifly Connect, a third party flight planning solution

(the drone is not allowed to enter one or more specific

could use the Unifly services to check a planned route does

zones) and/or geocaging (the drone is not allowed to leave

not violate the applicable rules concerning airspace usage.

a specific zone). It could also be used to provide the drone

The Unifly Connect integration capabilities include SWIM
support for communication with existing manned aviation
ATM systems, AIXM support for the exchange of aeronautical
data, ASTERIX support for exchanging surveillance data, and
FIXM support for communicating flight and flow data.

with the flight path to follow after flight preparation using
a mission planner. In a simpler implementation, Unifly
Connect could be used to deliver a message to the drone
pilot whenever the drone risks to violate the previously
obtained flight approval.
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Informing the public

S U I T E

Unifly Map and App
Drone Web, the Unifly Map
Drone Web is a cloud-based website that can be used by

U N I F L Y

P R O D U C T

drone pilots and operators to get a map-based overview
of the applicable limited and no-drone zones. The website
is publicly available and is an essential awareness tool for
drone pilots and operators as well as the general public.
Drone Web provides real-time information to all types of
drone pilots on a 2D map to determine where they can
safely and legally fly drones. Drone Web also provides links
to additional regulatory and other information concerning
the legal use of drones within a specific legislative area.
Both Drone Web and the MyUnifly mobile app are available
as a rebranded version including multilingual support.
ANSPs can configure the Drone Web layout, user interface
and available data to suit their individual needs and
preferences.
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MyUnifly
The typical recreational drone pilot is not aware of aviation

During the pre-flight phase the drone pilot can use the

regulations and airspace structure. Unifly created this user-

web-based application to plan the drone flight and to

friendly app offering the drone pilot a 2D map visualization

submit the flight request. The application assists the user

on his smartphone or tablet.

in providing all information necessary to create a valid

The app validates the user’s flight intentions and shows
the rules and no-drone zones to meet the drone pilot’s

flight request which is subsequently sent to the relevant
authority.

essential need for information. The user can record both

At flight execution time, the pilot can use the mobile app to

start and end of the flight by simply tapping a button on

select the flight and to signal the start and end of the flight.

the mobile device.

During the flight the pilot is kept aware of other drones or

Professional users and more serious hobbyists have access

manned aircraft present in his vicinity.

to all functionalities needed to plan, track and validate their

All flight details are logged for post-flight consultation and

drones and drone flights. The app also provides support

analysis greatly reducing the administrative overhead.

for the administration of the drones and drones flights in

Additional features such as payload and battery management

accordance with the (inter)national and local regulations.

are also included.
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About Unifly
In 2012, a team of air traffic controllers, pilots and engineers

K E Y

F I G U R E S

shared a vision. They were confronted by the growing number
of drones in the airspace and the lack of tools to manage or
even visualize them. You can see the drone, but where is the
operator and how can you contact the drone pilot?
The vision resonated and the UAS Traffic Management concept
won the runner up prize in the 2014 SWIM Master Class, second to
Airbus only. The Boeing proposal finished in third place.
Unifly was founded in 2015 by aerospace experts as a software

company specialized in aviation software development.
Since then, Unifly has won multiple awards including ‘Scaleup of the Year’ and ‘Best Emerging Drone Company’ awarded
by the European Parliament. We completed several rounds
of funding and opened international offices in the US and in
Denmark.
The Unifly UTM solution is now fully operational and is available
globally. We are committed to bridging the gap between
manned and unmanned aviation.

“The number of drones is expected to grow exponentially in the next few years. If unchecked, these drones may present
a danger to manned aviation.
A central, complex air traffic management system for drones is needed to enable this new industry to reach its full
potential. With our background in air traffic management and our passion for aviation, we had the vision to create a
traffic management system for drones that would be interconnected with existing ATM systems using well-proven aviation
standards. That vision became a reality. We now have the first commercially available, award winning UTM software.
The system has been designed to ensure that all stakeholders in the drone community can work alongside manned
aviation with the same level of aviation safety. Because of its safety-centred nature and the flexibility of the system,
several ANSPs have chosen Unifly software as THE platform for managing the growth in drone traffic and ensuring the
safety of the skies for all.”
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Marc Kegelaers, CEO of Unifly

“Bridging the gap
between manned and
unmanned aviation.”
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